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With the work-from-home – or anywhere – lifestyle here to stay, homeowners now want two or more dedicated
workspaces to accommodate the entire household, including guests. And the trend isn’t limited to primary

residences. Second homes once reserved for R&R are increasingly functioning as second primary residences,
making stylish home offices a must-have even in the most remote locations. 

 

Architecture and interior design firm Morgante

Wilson Architects  notes its clients are planning

second homes to be used for lengthier stays

thanks to the ability to work remotely. “Most of our

clients now want a dedicated workspace in their

vacation home, whether it ’s a traditional home

office like we would design for a primary

residence, or simply a small pocket space where

they can set up their laptop for the duration of

their stay and check in with the office regularly,”

said Elissa Morgante, co-founding partner of

Morgante Wilson Architects. This small office

space at a second home in Colorado features

stunning views, maintaining a vacation feel even

while working. 

The more the merrier certainly doesn’t apply to how

many people envision their home office, at least not in

2022. “Prior to the pandemic, most of our buyers were

perfectly fine with just one office space, and it certainly

wasn’t their biggest must-have,” said Jeff Benach,

principal of Lexington Homes, which has been building

single-family homes and townhomes throughout

Chicagoland for more than 40 years. But now that

buyers want at least two WFH areas, Benach said

Lexington Homes  plans to furnish all  of its new models

with dual home office setups to demonstrate the

flexibility of the builder’s floor plans and how

conducive they are to having multiple people work or

study from home.
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